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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT

RELEASE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (‘‘AI’’)

GPT TRADER BOT AND

A COMPANY-WIDE AI INITIATIVE

This announcement is made by BC Technology Group Limited (the ‘‘Company‘‘and

together with its subsidiaries, the ‘‘Group’’) on a voluntary basis to inform its shareholders

and potential investors of the latest information about the Group.

The board of directors (the ‘‘Board’’) of the Company is pleased to announce that OSL, the

digital asset business division of the Group, is launching its Artificial Intelligence (‘‘AI’’)

Trading Bot, designed to offer an improved user experience to the clients of the Group. OSL

is also committed to empowering individuals and organizations to harness the full potential

of technology, including AI, to streamline workflows, boost productivity, and drive

innovation.

The new AI initiative features machine learning algorithms and large language mode

technology to automate OSL’s trading services, from support, to quotations to execution. It

also uses historical activity coupled with market events for propensity modeling, to predict

and suggest likely actions for customers.

Additionally OSL’s Australian technology hub has successfully prototyped a ChatGPT

plugin through OpenAI’s early access program. This allows digital asset blockchain

transactions and trade execution to happen automatically through ChatGPT.

OSL has combined its highly-modern electronic trading infrastructure with the latest AI

services to analyze news and sentiment in addition to historical data to predict and assist low

friction automated trade execution.

Furthermore, company operation processes are being migrated to text-only interfaces to

leverage automation through the application of AI to reduce manual processes and increase

staff productivity.
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The Board believes that the application of automation and AI technologies are in line with

the Group’s vision to maintain the Group’s operating cost levels against exponential

improvements in productivity. This latest initiative is one of the important steps taken by the

Company to identify more business opportunities and profit potential for the Group to

maximize returns to shareholders.
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